
                                                                            

The NORTEC Difference
Flip-Up Gauge Wheels: This industry changing feature provides the productivity 
and performance landscapers want and need. Makes for easier storage and trailer 
hauling. Also, the gauge wheels in the up position puts the Piranha in the tilling mode. 
Don’t be without this very important feature! 

Rotor Options: Not all landscaping conditions are the same; not all landscaping 
needs are the same. NORTEC offers the rotor thats right for you - 2” Sabre tooth, car-
bide button tooth, carbide aggressor tooth, contruction rotor and rotory broom. 
Don’t settle for a company that offers only one rotor.  Pick the rotor that’s right for you! 

Adjustable Material Bar: This important feature lets you make the correct adjust-
ment for processing material. Adjust for changing soil conditions and operator prefer-
ence. Different processing setting for sod, processed soil, dirt clumps and rocks.     
Don’t be locked into a one dimensional machine.  Be adjustable! 

Material Side Shields: The X-Series offers quick-flip side shields. Remove a pin 
and flip up the side shield. Simple as one-two-three! The PT & PS offer a 4-position, 
high capacity, adjustable material side shields with an anti-blow out bumper bar.    
NO TOOLS NEEDED to make an on the jobsite adjustment! 

Manual or Hydraulic Angle: You may choose either manual or hydraulic angle. 
Tractors are operated off the rear SCV.  Skid steers feature an electric solenoid, which 
directs hydraulic oil off the main hydraulic drive to turn the angle cylinder. 
Hydraulic angle not available on PXT & PXS models. 

Extender Fore & Aft Gauge Wheel Adjustment 
NO TOOLS NEEDED to make an on the jobsite adjustment! Adjust your PIRANHA 
gauge wheels to either the “in” or “out” position for jobsite conditions or operator 
preference. This is a very important feature on skid steer models to prevent wheel 
damage! Notenot available on TX or SX series. 

What it does 
PIRANHA is a piece of equipment to make landscaping quick and easy. The rotor turns in a counter rotating motion, putting 
rock and debris between the end shields while processing the dirt through the machine, leaving an excellently prepared 
seed bed. Operating the PIRANHA with the gauge wheels down puts the PIRANHA in the landscaping mode. Operating the 
PIRANHA with the gauge wheels in the up position puts the machine in the tilling mode.  Flip up the end shields and angle 
the PIRANHA to windrow rock and debris either by manual or hydraulic turn.  PIRANHA features a float or rigid center link 
control as standard equipment on tractor models. The float setting is used for consistent rotor to ground engagement and 
the rigid setting is used for grinding. 

Manufacturers of: Rockpickers, Silage Facers, 
Sno-Tec Snow Pushers, Grading & Packing 

Equipment, Piranha Landscape Rakes. 

715-623-6300 • 715-623-6340 FAX 
W9112 Cherry Road • Antigo, WI  54409 
e-mail: NORTECLLC@VERIZON.NET 

Check us out on the web 

www.nortecmfg.com
NORTEC reserves the right to change design or specifications without notice.  Information contained herein is general in nature and is not intended 
for specific application purposes. Photographs contained herein may be displayed with safety and/or guards removed to show mechanical functions. 
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